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BORN TO PERFORM

XK8 Coupe, shown with Aris wheels. See pages 6-9 for these and other wheels.



THE NEXT LEVEL. When a vehicle is as sleek and impressive as

the XK, one has to ask: Can you make it even better? Jaguar

believes you can by personalizing it with accessories that 

complement your lifestyle. Choose from Jaguar’s impressive 

collection of XK accessories that add style, function and 

convenience to an already attractive package.

Envision a generously accessorized XK. You engage a hands-free

call as you grasp the all-leather steering wheel and negotiate a

turn. Onlookers gaze admiringly at your XK’s stylish Sports

wheels, as the vinyl hood protector and splash guards protect

your vehicle’s immaculate finish.

And quality is backed by reliability, as all Jaguar accessories are

factory-approved. Then there’s the personal touch, as your vehicle

will be fitted with components designed specifically for the XK.

Convenient installation by your retailer caps the experience.

Please consider the accessories Jaguar has made available for

the XK — so you can make an incredible vehicle even better. 
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Safety, security, convenience and flexibility all exemplify Jaguar’s
cellular system, with its phone housed neatly in the center console
and operated by way of steering-wheel controls. Jaguar’s navigation
system (available only as a factory-fit option) and audio controls also
integrate into the steering wheel, illustrating how the XK deftly
blends styling with functionality in a customer-pleasing package.
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MOTOROLA V60i FEATURES:
The XK system features the Motorola V60i telephone,
a durable (aluminum housing) and intelligent (“Smart
Button” functions allow you to place or receive calls
with the phone folded shut) unit. When not in use, the
center console provides secure housing for the phone.
See your Jaguar retailer for more details.

•  External caller ID1 display
•  Built-in microbrowser2 for Internet access1

•  Personal Information Management functionality,
including date book with alarm, message center
and phone book

•  SMS Messaging1 [text messaging]
•  500 phone book entries, with multiple entries 

per name
•  Voice-recognition dialing and menu shortcuts
•  Voice recording up to 2 minutes

1Carrier dependent
2CDMA phones only

JAGUAR’S IN-VEHICLE, HANDS-FREE SYSTEM
FEATURES:
•  Hands-free functionality for safer driving
•  Telephone stores out of sight in the center console
•  Steering-wheel and radio controls
•  Headliner-mounted microphone
•  Automatic muting of the vehicle audio system dur-

ing calls [calls play through vehicle’s audio system]
•  Voice-activated dialing [when used with Jaguar

Voice Activation System; sold separately — see your
retailer]

NOTE: Motorola V60i telephones are available for
AT&T, Sprint, Verizon and Cingular systems in the
United States. Rogers AT&T, Bell Mobility and Telus
are available in Canada. TelCel is available in Mexico.
Cellular phone performance depends on carrier 
coverage.

Motorola and V60i are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc.

CD MAGAZINE
Keep extra music readily accessible with this replace-
ment magazine. Pre-load up to six discs and slide it in
Jaguar’s CD Autochanger (standard equipment in the
XK8 and XKR) for a smooth transition into new sounds.
C2S 14403 $60.00
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Make an individual statement with your XK by fitting it with one of
Jaguar's many stylish road wheels. These factory-approved wheels,
designed specifically for the XK, retain the same exacting standards
and precise engineering as standard wheels. 
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ATLAS — 19-inch (front 8” x 19”)
C2N 3017 $780.00
ATLAS — 19-inch (rear 9” x 19”)
C2N 3018 $855.00

ARIS — 18-inch (front 8” x 18”)
C2N 3015 $510.00
ARIS — 18-inch (rear 9” x 18”)
C2N 3016 $565.00

HYDRA — 18-inch (front 8” x 18”)
C2N 1081 $680.00
HYDRA — 18-inch (rear 9” x 18”)
C2N 1082 $680.00

GEMINI — 17-inch (8” x 17”)
C2N 1361 $515.00
(Standard wheel on XK8 Coupe in Canada and Mexico)

NOTE: Wheels may require different tires. Consult
your retailer for complete details.

LOCKING WHEEL NUTS
Protect your exclusive wheels with these Locking
Wheel Nuts, which can only be removed with a 
special tool included with each kit of four nuts.
JLM 10167 $105.35

ALLOY WHEEL CLEANER AND ALLOY WHEEL
TOUCH-UP PAINT
See “Vehicle Care,” page 22. 
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Accelerate the pace with these accessories that exude Jaguar’s 
performance personality.
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R PERFORMANCE PLATE FRAMES
These stainless steel frames proudly salute Jaguar’s
famed R Performance Series.
Black surround with R Performance logo
C2C 20093 $43.10
Polished surround with R Performance logo
C2C 20092 $43.10

FOOTREST & PEDAL PAD KIT 
C2N 2815 $449.00

DOOR RELEASE HANDLE
GXD 1101 AA***  Left-hand side $129.55
GXD 1100 AA***  Right-hand side $129.55
***Placeholder for one of the following color codes:
AEK (Sable); AGE (Antelope); LFK (Slate); LEG (Warm
Charcoal)

TREAD PLATE
HXD 6061 BA  Left-hand housing $95.80
HXD 6060 BA  Right-hand housing $95.80
HXD 6034 BB  Insert $45.25

TRANSMISSION BEZEL KIT
C2N 2813  Single switch $211.70
C2N 2814  Double switch $211.70

JAGUAR R PERFORMANCE WHEELS
With their multipiece construction and contemporary
design, Jaguar R Performance Wheels exude racing
performance without sacrificing the reliability needed
for standard highway travel (sold as wheel only).

PARIS silver finish
MXD 6156 EAN  20-inch (front 9” x 20”) $1,190.00
MXD 6156 FAN  20-inch (rear 10” x 20”) $1,290.00

DETROIT silver finish
MXD 6156 CB  20-inch (front 9” x 20”) $1,190.00
MXD 6156 DB  20-inch (rear 10” x 20”) $1,290.00

MONTREAL silver finish
MXD 6156 JAN  20-inch (front 9” x 20”) $1,190.00
MXD 6156 KAN  20-inch (rear 10” x 20”) $1,290.00

MILAN
MXD 6154 AB  18-inch (front 8” x 18”) $1050.00
MXD 6154 BB  18-inch (rear 9” x 18”) $940.00

SEPANG
C2N 3121  20-inch (front 9” x 20”) $1,575.00
C2N 3122  20-inch (rear 10” x 20”) $1,750.00
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the road and other outdoor foes. Jaguar’s collection of Exterior
Protection accessories will help maintain your XK’s beauty for
years to come.
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LICENSE PLATE FRAMES (SLIMLINE)
These thin, yet durable, frames provide an elegant 
finishing touch for your XK’s license plate.
XR8 38398  Black Pearl $36.05
C2A 1179  Gold $36.05
C2A 1178  Black $36.05
C2A 1177  Polished $36.05

LICENSE PLATE FRAMES (JAGUAR LOGO)
Trumpet your XK ownership with this stylish 
nameplate frame, available in four colors.
XR8 38397  Black Pearl $43.10
C2A 1176  Gold $43.10
C2A 1175  Black $43.10
C2A 1173  Polished $43.10

JAGUAR “LEAPER” PLATES
The traditional Leaper logo serves as the centerpiece
of this stainless steel plate, a true statement of
Jaguar’s rich heritage.
C2A 1180  Black with polished Leaper $51.05
C2A 1181  Polished with gold Leaper $51.05
C2C 20588  Polished with polished Leaper $51.05
C2A 1182  Polished with black Leaper $51.25

ALL-WEATHER CAR COVER
Effortlessly slide this cover over your XK to keep
weather, dirt and dust at bay.
JAG 288 $269.00
JAG 752  DUST COVER (not pictured) $113.55

HOT CLIMATE CAR COVER
Negate the potential damages of relentless sunlight
with this breathable cover. Designed specifically for
outdoor storage, the cover also works to lower your
XK’s interior temperature. (Not available in Mexico.)
C2S 4481 $313.00

FRONT HOOD PROTECTOR
A vehicle’s front hood often absorbs the brunt of 
damage from road travel, so protect your XK with 
this durable vinyl protector. Although it fits tightly
around the front hood, this accessory features a soft
felt underside that resists scratches. Fits 2001-and-
newer models.
C2S 4496 $147.55

CHROMED DOOR MIRROR COVERS
Add a stylish finishing touch to your door mirrors with
these chrome covers, which fit on all XK models. See
your retailer for installation.
JLM 12348 $107.90

SPLASH GUARDS
Your XK’s finish will appreciate the addition of splash
guards to your vehicle. Designed specifically for the
XK, these molded guards will fend off road debris
while maintaining a stylish look. (Front and rear
guards sold separately.)
C2S 4494 Front Pair $48.80
C2S 4500 Rear Pair $48.80

FOGLAMP COVERS
Protect your foglamps from stones, mud, etc., with
these clear, chip-resistant covers. Installation or
removal of items requires no tools.
C2S 4499  VIN 11051 and higher $72.35
JLM 20757  VIN 11050 and lower $72.35

HEADLAMP COVERS
Protect your XK’s headlamps with these clear covers,
which slip on easily without need of tools.
C2S 4486 $107.90
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collection of innovative interior storage accessories. Whatever
you need stored in your XK, Jaguar has an accessory to help you.
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TRUNK “HAMMOCK” NET
Maximize your trunk space by containing items with
this large, elastic net. (Fits 1998-and-newer vehicles.)
JLM 20518 $96.60

TRUNK LID NET
Attach this net to your XK’s trunk lid for a flexible and
secure storage option. Allows for easy access of
items. (Requires Lifting Mechanism for installation.)
JLM 21527  Trunk Lid Net $33.50
JLM 21528  Lifting Mechanism $39.70

TRUNK FLOOR STRAP
Items placed on the XK’s trunk floor remain firmly in
place with this sturdy strap. (2001-and-newer models
only.)
C2A 1235 $42.55

STORAGE NET
Mount this net in the trunk or the passenger compart-
ment to hold a variety of items, such as maps or 
plastic bottles. XK owners can use more than one 
net in their Jaguar.
C2A 1057 $33.50

TRUNK FLOOR LINER
Your trunk floor stays clean with this durable one-
piece liner designed specifically for the XK. The non-
slip mat provides stability while the liner can be easily
removed for cleaning.
JLM 20868  For use without Space Saver $187.50
C2S 4497  For use with Space Saver $164.80

TRUNK MAT
Preserve your trunk’s carpeting with this high-quality
mat, custom-fit for the XK.
C2S 4503 $111.75

LUGGAGE RETAINERS
Luggage stands still while your XK moves with these
flexible retainers. Velcro fasteners allow items to be
placed in a variety of positions in the trunk. (Retainers
sold in pairs.)
C2A 1054 $39.70

EXPANDABLE TRUNK STORAGE
Slide items into these neatly designed containers,
which rise from the trunk floor when needed. Bins 
sit 16” x 12” x 6.5” (40 cm x 30 cm x 16 cm) and are
stackable, with the XK trunk holding up to four 
containers. (Sold separately.)
C2N 2265  Kit with two containers $247.20
XR8 34934  Individual container $46.55

UMBRELLA HOLDER
Retain easy access to your umbrella, thanks to this
cleverly designed holder, which mounts to the under-
side of your XK’s trunk lid.
C2C 5101 $39.70

1
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specially crafted alloy, wood or leather-covered gear shift knobs. 
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GEAR SHIFT KNOBS

Alloy
JLM 20501 $113.55

Leather (Charcoal) $141.90
MJA 4950AA LEG 

Wood (Smoke Grey) $145.25
MNA 4957CA

Wood (Walnut) $145.25
MNA 4957BA

Walnut with chrome insert $141.90
JAG 162

Walnut with gold insert $141.90
JAG 164

Alloy with chrome insert $113.55
JAG 1013

Alloy with gold insert $113.55
JAG 1014

Sport
XR8 36921 LEG $81.65

Collar
XR8 33620 $3.25

Momo
MXD 4950 AA*** $157.60

***Placeholder for one of the following color codes: 
K (Sable); AGE (Antelope); LEG (Warm Charcoal)

[Consult retailer for installation.]
1 2
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Accessories such as the XK Trunk Rack harmonize your vehicle with
your lifestyle. Meanwhile, Jaguar provides emergency assistance
products to help prepare you for unexpected occurrences through-
out your ownership experience.
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TRUNK RACK — BASIC CARRIER
Secure this solid cargo holder to your XK Coupe or
Convertible for added storage options. Holds up to 105
lb. (48 kg) of cargo and comes with an integrated
brake light. (Consult retailer for installation.)
C2S 4479 $630.00

CONVENIENCE KIT
This multipurpose kit includes trash bags, shoe 
covers, wet towelettes, plastic ties, a ground cover
sheet and paper overalls.
C2S 13842 $39.15

FIRST AID KIT
Address sprains, scrapes and cuts with this first aid
kit. Bandages, disposal gloves, scissors and an emer-
gency blanket fit neatly into a compact case for easy
access.
C2A 1070 $38.20

WARNING TRIANGLE
Alert fellow motorists that you have stopped along the
road with this high-profile, reflective triangle. Two-
tone marker makes you visible at any time of the day
or night. Each package equipped with two triangles.
GNG 3755 CA $104.55

TRUNK RACK STRAP
Cargo stays put with this sturdy strap, which features
a ratcheting mechanism for easier loading. Can use
multiple straps. (Sold individually.)
C2A 1059 $25.00
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While driving an XK provides a rewarding experience, Jaguar aims
to make it even more special with a collection of accessories
designed to meet the XK owner’s varied needs. 

FLASHLIGHT
Kit comes complete with flashlight and two batteries
in an attractive carrying case. Stow it in your glove box
or trunk for easy access.
JLM 2082 $57.20

INCLINATION SENSOR
This cleverly designed sensor detects whether your
vehicle has been raised (with a tow or jack, for 
example) without your permission. When activated,
sensor prohibits engine starting and triggers the 
XK’s security system.
JLM 20344  VIN 3301 and higher $168.95
JLM 20111  VIN 3300 and lower $159.15

AUXILIARY POWER SOCKET
Reach for additional power with this 12-volt source
that can be mounted in your trunk or glove box.
Especially useful for inflating or recharging items.
(Consult retailer for installation.)
C2A 1403 $17.05

SNOW TRACTION SYSTEM
Those in winter climates will appreciate the traction
these snow chains provide. Unique “Spike Spider”
design enhances control in slippery conditions while
adjusting to fit most XK tire sizes. Sold in sets of two.
XR8 36517 $585.00

POWER FOLDING DOOR MIRRORS
Remove the vulnerability of your outside mirrors by
folding them in automatically. Driver-operated func-
tion works especially well when squeezing into a tight
parking space or going through a car wash. (See
retailer for installation.)
JLM 20460 $610.00

BULB & FUSE KIT
This compact kit allows you to make a quick change
of an XK bulb or fuse at a moment’s notice.
JLM 20117 $44.40

RECHARGEABLE FLASHLIGHT
Provide illumination with this compact light that
mounts in the glove box power socket.
C2S 1644 $45.40
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CONVERTIBLE WIND DEFLECTOR
To enhance the driving experience of an XK convert-
ible, this mesh-screened deflector fits easily behind
front seat to reduce the force and noise of the wind.
Stows neatly in an accompanying bag when not in use. 
C2N 2266 $870.00

TOOL KIT
Address a number of light repair situations with 
this multipurpose kit, which includes an adjustable
wrench, screwdriver with interchangeable heads, 
pliers and a small flashlight. Zippered case can be
easily stowed away.
C2S 12071 $77.25

1
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FRONT SEAT COVERS
Preserve the beauty of your XK’s front seats with
these cotton covers. Easily washable and tailor-fitted,
these covers also keep your seats cooler in the sum-
mer. (Not suitable for XKR.)
JLM 20137  Up to VIN 3075 $256.00
JLM 20267  VIN 3076 to 11050 $296.00
JLM 21520  VIN 11051 and higher $296.00

RUBBER MATS
Ward off water, dirt, mud and debris with these
durable Rubber Mats. Carpeted heel pads add a touch
of comfort. Two mats per set; contoured for your XK’s
front-seat footwells.
JLM 20098 $113.05

RUBBER MATS — HEAVY DUTY
These mats provide an extra level of protection, with
deep treads to keep elements away from your XK’s
carpet. Two mats per set (for front-seat footwells).
JAG 1004 $48.20

WINDSHIELD SUNSHADE
Block potentially harmful UV rays while keeping your
XK’s interior cool with this compact, easy-to-fit shade.
JAG 373 $45.35

SECURITY BOX
Keep your peace of mind as you leave important items
locked away in this secured box. Sits firmly in the
trunk, occupying 7" x 4.5" x 1" (18 cm x 12 cm x 2.5 cm)
of space. Removable when unlocked.
C2A 1209 $136.25

LEATHER STEERING WHEEL
Enhance the substance and style of your XK with this
all-leather Steering Wheel. High-level craftsmanship
ensures long-lasting appeal while air bag and steer-
ing-wheel controls maintain functionality. Available in
Charcoal only; see retailer for installation.
HJG 9181FA LEG  Perforated Leather $565.00
(For vehicles with Adaptive Cruise Control as a factory fit)
HJG 9181EA LEG  Perforated Leather $530.00
(For vehicles without Adaptive Cruise Control) 
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Preserve your XK’s carpeting and upholstery with attractive, 
specially designed interior accessories.
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Jaguar designers and engineers created XK’s stunning appearance.
You can preserve its luster with a variety of Jaguar-approved vehicle
care products.
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CAR CARE PRODUCTS
The following represent the products Jaguar offers to
keep your XK clean and attractive.

LMD 4137 AA  Aerial Cleaner  $1.30
C2S 14564  Alloy Wheel Cleaner  $7.45
C2A 1237  Alloy Wheel Touch-Up Paint  $11.20
C2A 1027  Anti-Mist Wiper  $5.00
C2A 1026  Cellulose Sponge  $5.15
C2A 1025  Chamois (leather)  $4.15
C2A 1018  Chrome Polish  $6.30
C2A 1024  De-icer  $4.90
C2A 1288  DVD Screen Protector  $4.70
C2A 1062  Fabric Cleaner  $6.80
C2A 1023  Glass Cleaner  $5.15
C2A 1022  Maintenance Spray — 200 ml  $5.15
C2A 1060  Maintenance Spray — 415 ml  $8.35
C2A 1016  Shampoo  $5.15
C2A 1068  Sponge  $7.45
C2A 1017  Wax  $5.40
C2S 1638  Windshield Clean Paste  $8.00
C2A 1020  Windshield Cleaner  $4.30

CARPET CLEANING KIT
Confront occasional stains with a collection of carpet
cleaning products. (Not pictured)
C2S 1632 $65.70

SOFT TOP CARE KIT
Keep your convertible top in premier condition with
this care kit, which includes fabric cleaner, reproofer
(protective wax) and restoring brush. (Not pictured)
JLM 21084 $146.00

INTERIOR VALET KIT
Keep your XK’s upholstery and interior surfaces 
glowing with this kit that includes a leather cleaner,
polishing cloth and fabric cleaner.
C2A 1028 $65.70

EXTERIOR VALET KIT
Your XK’s exterior will benefit from this array of care
products that include vehicle wash concentrate, wax
and wheel cleaner.
C2A 1029 $65.70

DISPLAY PROTECTOR
Maintain clear visibility of your XK’s navigation/radio
screen and dashboard displays with this specially
made product, which is both non-toxic and anti-static.
C2A 1288 $4.70

TOUCH-UP PAINT
Scratches and nicks disappear with factory-approved
Touch-Up Paint. See your retailer for an exact match.
C2S 1137 HGD  British Racing Green $11.35
C2S 1137 CGG  Carnival Red $11.35
C2A 1051 PEC  Ebony $11.35
C2A 1051 HGZ  Jaguar Racing Green $11.35
C2A 1051 PEF  Midnight $11.35
C2S 1137 JHM  Pacific Blue $11.35
C2S 1137 MDZ  Platinum $11.35
C2A 1051 LHK  Quartz $11.35
C2S 1137 CHB  Radiance $11.35
C2S 1137 CHA  Salsa $11.35
C2S 1137 MDV  Seafrost $11.35
C2A 1051 LHL  Slate $11.35
C2S 1137 SEC  Topaz $11.35
C2S 1137 NEG  White Onyx $11.35
C2A 1051 JHV  Zircon $11.35
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JAGUAR CARS
Irvine, California, USA 

JAGUAR CANADA
Bramalea, Ontario, Canada

JAGUAR MEXICO
Mexico City, Mexico

1-800-4-JAGUAR
WWW.JAGUAR.COM

JAG 2005XK              Printed in USA  10/2004  

IMPORTANT NOTICE. Accessories shown in this brochure are for 2005 model year
Jaguar XK cars. Jaguar Cars constantly makes additions and deletions to the
range of accessories offered to the Jaguar owner. Accessory prices and availability
are subject to change. For the latest information, consult with your authorized
Jaguar retailer.


